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Motivation

Registers are weak [FLP85, LAA87].

(1) Stronger types: queue, T&S, C&S, etc.

cons(S) - consensus number of a set of types S [Her91,
Jay97].
E.g., cons(T&S) = 2, cons(C&S) = ∞.

(2) Failure detectors [CT96].
Ω is the weakest failure detector for consensus [CHT96,
LH94].
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What if we combine the trends?
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The question

• n + 1 processes

• Read-write memory

• Shared objects of types in S : cons(S) = n

What is the weakest failure detector D
to wait-free solve consensus?
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Background

[Nei95]: Ωk outputs a set of at most k processes so that,
eventually, all correct processes detect the same set that
includes at least one correct process.

• Ω1 ≡ Ω, Ωk+1 ≺ Ωk

• Ωn is sufficient to solve (n + 1)-process consensus using S
and registers.

Is Ωn necessary?
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Contribution

Theorem. Ωn is necessary to implement wait-free

(n + 1)-process consensus with registers and objects of

one-shot deterministic types in S such that cons(S) ≤ n.

Corollary. Ωn is necessary to implement (n + 1)-process

wait-free consensus using registers and (n− 1)-resilient

objects of any types.
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A hint of the proofs

1. System model

2. Boosting consensus power

3. Boosting resilience
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System model

• n + 1 asynchronous processes: p0, . . . , pn

• MWMR registers

• Wait-free linearizable objects of one-shot deterministic
types in S, cons(S) ≤ n.

• A failure detector D
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Failure detectors and reducibility

• A failure detector D is defined as a map of each failure

pattern F to a set of failure detector histories D(F ) [CHT96]

• D is weaker than D′ if there exists TD′→D (a reduction

algorithm) that emulates D out of D′
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Team Consensus

• Processes are partitioned (a priori) into non-empty teams

Π1 and Π2.

• Agreement is ensured only if each team proposes at most
one value.

Consensus ⇔ Team Consensus
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Proof strategy

Assume that a failure detector D implements
(n + 1)-process consensus using S and registers.
(Let A be the corresponding algorithm.)

The goal: to show that Ωn is weaker than D, i.e., to
construct a reduction algorithm TD→Ωn that emulates the
output of Ωn.
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Simulation tree construction (as in [CHT96])

Every process pi maintains (using registers):

(1) an ever-growing sample of the current failure detector
history in the form of DAG Gi

(2) an ever-growing simulation tree Υi: each path in Gi

induces a simulated run of A

∃Υ : ∀pi, Υi(t) →t→+∞ Υ
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Tagged simulation tree (as in [CHT96])
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Finite critical subtrees of Υ
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Deciding sets

Each critical subtree ε defines a set of at most n processes,
a deciding set of ε.

Claim: The deciding set of ε includes at least one correct
process. Suppose not.

(a),(b): [CHT96, LH94];

(c): S and registers solve (n + 1)-process team consensus
=⇒ cons(S) > n — a contradiction.
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The reduction algorithm TD→Ωn

Every process pi periodically:

1. Updates Gi and Υi

2. Locates the first critical subtree ε in Υi

3. Outputs the deciding set of ε

Ωn is emulated!
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Corollary: boosting resilience with Ωn

• a set K of (n− 1)-resilient linearizable objects

• registers and K solve (n − 1)-resilient (n + 1)-process
consensus

Then Ωn is the weakest failure detector to implement
wait-free (n + 1)-process consensus using K and registers.
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Wait-freedom vs. t-resilience [CHJT94]

For any t < k and any set of types S, t-resilient k-process
consensus can be implemented out of S and registers

if and only if

wait-free (t + 1)-process consensus can be implemented out
of S and registers.
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Corollary proof: sufficient part

• (n−1)-resilient objects in K and registers implement wait-
free n-process consensus [CHJT94].

• wait-free t-process consensus objects and Ωn implement
wait-free (n + 1)-process consensus [Nei95].
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Corollary proof: necessary part

• K can be implemented out of wait-free n-process consensus
objects [Her91, CHJT94]

• n-process consensus is a one-shot deterministic type,
cons(n-process consensus) = n [Her91].

• Ωn is necessary to implement wait-free
(n+1)-process consensus out of {n-process consensus,register}.
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Open questions

• No deterministic one-shot assumption [BGA94].

• Boosting S (cons(S) = n) to the higher levels (than n+1)
of the consensus hierarchy.

(Ref: Technical report IC-EPFL ID:200348)
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Questions?
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